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Minerals Evaluation, Antibacterial Activities and  

Antioxidant Activities of Zingiber officinale Roscoe (ခင ) 
 

The medicinal value of plants have assumed important dimension in the 
past few decades owing largely to the discovery that extracts from plants 
contain not only minerals and primary metabolites but also a diverse 
array of secondary metabolites with antioxidant and antimicrobial 
potentials.  

Owing to its minimal toxicity, cost effectiveness and pharmacologically 
active, 80% of population in developing countries depend on traditional 
medicines, mostly natural plant products, for their primary health care 
needs as estimated by World Health Organization. A number of minerals 
essential to human nutrition are accumulated in different parts of plants.  

The alarming increase in the rate of infection by antibiotic resistant 
microorganisms has urged scientists to search for compounds which 
have potential antimicrobial activity. Antioxidants are vital substances 
which possess ability to protect the body from damage caused by free 
radical induced oxidative stress. The purpose of current study was 
mineral evaluation, antimicrobial activities and antioxidant activities of 
Zingiber officinale Roscoe, ginger (ခင ).  

Atomic absorption spectrophotometer and UV-visible spectrophoto- 
meter were used for determination of minerals and antioxidant activities. 
Antibacterial activity was determined by agar disc diffusion method 
(WHO, 2003). Broth dilution method was used for determination of 
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) and Minimum Bactericidal 
Concentration (MBC). Macrominerals content of ginger were within 
permissible limit of Ajasa, 2004 and content of microminerals were 
within permissible limit of vegetables set by FAO/WHO, 2001. Ginger 
extracts showed zone of inhibition 12 mm-15 mm against Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, 7 mm-9 mm against Staphylococcus aureus and 12 mm-
15 mm against Escherichia coli.  

Although MIC and MBC of aqueous extracts did not show the con- 
centration up to 10 mg/ml, MIC of ethanolic extract was observed in the 
range from 1 mg/ml to 8 mg/ml and MBC from 2 mg/ml to 9 mg/ml. The 
antioxidant activity of aqueous extract of ginger (IC50: 0.022 ug/ml) and 
ethanolic extract (IC50: 0.333 ug/ml) were comparable to well-known 
antioxidant, ascorbic acid (IC50: 0.59 ug/ml). Thus, ginger has strong free 
radical scavenging activity.  
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These findings indicated that ginger has potential to 
provide nutrients to human beings, preventive 
properties against oxidative damage and some patho- 
gens. These results were give scientific information 

for herbal medicine users, local practitioners, standardi- 
zation & quality control of precious indigenous drug 
and pharmaceutical industries using ginger for 
different types of ailments. 

 
ခင ပငတင သတဓ တမ ပ ဝငမ၊ ဘကတ ရ ယ ပ မ မ က ဆန ကင ငသည  
အ နသငရမ င ဓ တတ ဆန ကင ဂဏသတရမမ က တင တ လလ ခင  

 
အပငမ ၏ ဆ ဖကဝငမတနဖ သည ၎င အပငမ မ ထတ 
ယထ သ  ဆ စမ တငသတဓ တမ င အ ရ ပ သ  
ဇဝပစည  (primary metabolite) မ သ မက၊ ဓ တတ ဆန 
ကငဂဏသတရသည ဒတယအ ရ ပလ သ  (secondary 
metabolite) မ ပ ဝင က င  လလ တ ရခက သ က င 
အလနအ ရ ပ သ  ထ ငတစရပအဖစ လနခ သ  ဆယစ 
စအနည ငယခန ကတည က သ သပခကပ သည။  

ကမ ကန မ ရ အဖ က၏ ခနမန ခကအရ ဖ ဖ ဆ ငငမ  
၏ လဦ ရ ၈၀ ရ ခင န သည သဘ ဝအပငထကပစည  
အမ စဖစ သ  တင ရင ဆ မ က ဘ ထကဆ က  
နည ပ မ၊ ငကန က ကသကသ ပ အက ရမ၊ ဆ ဝ  
အ နသင က င မနမမ က င လတ၏အ ခခကန မ ရ 
စ င ရ ကမမ တင မခအ ထ သ စက က င  သရရ 
ပသည။  

လသ တအ ဟ ရအတက အ ရ က သ  သတဓ တမ  
သည အပငမ တင ပ ဝငကပ သည။ အဏဇဝပ မ မ ၏ 
ပဋဇဝ ဆ ယ ပ မ န  တ မငလ ပ  ရ ဂ က စကပန ပ  
မ န တ မငလ သည အ ရ ယသတ ပ ခကမ က င 
အဏဇဝပ မ မ က ဆန ကင ငသည ဂဏသတရ သ  
ဒပ ပ င မ က သပပည ရငမ  အ လ ထ သ တသန 
ပ ရ ဖ နကပသည။ 

ဓ တတ ဆန ကငပစည  (Antioxidants) မ သည ဓ တတ  
ပစည  (Freeradicals) မ က င လတ ခ ကယအ  ဘ  
အ ရ ယမဖစ စရန က ကယ ပ သည မရမ ဖစလအပ သ  
ပစည မ ဖစကပသည။ ယခပလပ သ  သ တသန၏ 
ရညရယခကမ  ခင ပငတင သတဓ တမ ပ ဝငမ၊ ဘကတ  
ရ ယ ပ မ မ က ဆနကင ငသည အ နသငရမ င ဓ တ 
တ ဆန ကင ဂဏသတရမမ က တင တ လလ ခင ဖစပ  
သည။ သတဓ တပ ဝငမ င ဓ တတ ဆန ကငဂဏသတရမ  
တက ရ ငစ ပင အ တင  ကရယ မ ဖစက သ  Atomic 
Absorption Spectrophotometer င UV-visible Spectro- 
photometer စကက မ ကအသ ပ၍ တင တ ခပသည။  

ဘကတ ရ ယ ပ မ မ က ဆနကငသည ဂဏသတရမအ  
စက ခပငယမ က ပ  (Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudo- 
monus aeruginosa င Escherichia coli) မ ထ သ  
က က က ပ တငကပက  ပ သအ နသငက Ceftriaxone 
အ စထ က  စမ သပပသည။ ပ အ ဟနတ စ င သ  
အနညဆ ပမ ဏ င ပ အ သ စ င သ  အနည ဆ  
ပမ ဏတက Broth dilution method (WHO 2003) က 
က က လလ ခပ သည။ ခင ပငတင အမ လသတ  ဓ တ 
မ ဖစ သ  (macrominerals-Ca, Mg,  Na, K) ပ ဝင 

မသည Ajasa 2014 ၏ ခငပ ငသည ပမ ဏအတင ၌ရ 
ပသည။ အနည လသတ ဓ တ (microminerals-Cu, Fe, 
Mn, Zn) ပ ဝငမသည ကမ စ နပရက င လယယ စကပ  
ရ အဖ / ကမ ကန မ ရ အဖ  (FAO/WHO 2001) မ ထတ 
ပနထ သည ဟင သ ဟင ရကသ မ တင ပ ဝငရမညခင ပ  
င သ  ပမ ဏအတင ၌သ ရ က င  တ ရခပ သည။ 

ခင ဆ စမ ၏ ပ သအ နသငသည Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa ပ တင (၁၂-၁၅ မလမတ )၊ Staphylococcus 
aureus ပ တင (၇-၉ မလမတ ) င Escherichia coli 
ပ တင (၁၂-၁၅ မလမတ ) အသ သ  အ နသငရ က င  
တ ရခပ သည။ ခင ရ ပ ဝင ဆ စ၏ပ အ ဟန တ စ 
င သ  အနည ဆ ပမ ဏ င ပ အ သ စ င သ  အနည  
ဆ ပမ ဏမ  (၁၁ မလဂရမ/မလလတ ) အထ အစမ မထက 
သ လည အသ န ပ ဝင ဆ စ၏ ပ အ ဟန တ စ င 
သ အနည ဆ ပမ ဏမ  (၁ မလဂရမ/မလလတ ) မ (၈ မလ 
ဂရမ/မလလတ ) ခန ဖစပ ပ အ သ စ င သ  အနည ဆ  
ပမ ဏမ  (၂ မလဂရမ/မလလတ ) မ (၉ မလဂရမ/မလလ 
တ ) ခန ရ က င တ ရခပသည။  

ဓ တတ မက င ဆယရ ခင န  ဟန တ င သ ပင အ  
(IC50) တနဖ မ က လလ ရ တင ခင ရ ပ ဝင ဆ စ 
(IC50 ၀.၀၂၂ မကခ ဂရမ/မလလတ ) င အသ န  ပ ဝင 
ဆ စ (IC50 ၀.၃၃၃ မကခ ဂရမ/မလလတ ) တသည 
ဓ တတ ဆန ကင ဂဏသတ က င စ ရသညဟ လကခထ  
သ ၊ ascorbic acid (၀.၅၉ မကခ ဂရမ/မလလတ ) ထက 
ပမ က င မန က င  တ ရခပ သည။  

ဤ တ ရခကမ အရ ခင သညလတအတက လအပ သ  အ  
ဟ ရသတဓ တမ ၊ ရ ဂ ဖစ စ င သ  အဏဇဝပ မ မ  
အ  ဟန တ သ စ င သ  ဂဏသတ င oxygen မ လ 
က ၏ ဓ တတ ဂဏသတ က င ပကစ မမ က က ကယ 
ပ သည ဓ တတ ဆန ကငပစည မ ရ က င က ဖ ထတ 
န ပ ငခပ သည။  

ယခပလပ သ  သ တသန၏ တ ရခကမ သည ဆ ဖက 
ဝငအပငမ က အသ ပ က သ ပညသမ ၊ ဒသခတင ရင  
ဆ ဆရ မ င ဆ ဝ ထတလပသည လပငန ရငမ  
အတက ခင ကအသ ပ ပ  ရ ဂ မ ကသရ တင သပ 
နည က၊ သတင အ ထ ကအထ  (Evidence-based) မ  
ပ ငပ သည။ 

Reference: Lei Lei Win, Kyawt Kyawt Khaing, Khin Lay Sein, 
et al. 7th Traditional Medicine Research Congress, University 
of Traditional Medicine, Mandalay, February, 2016. (Best 
Scientific Research Paper Award)  
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Identification of Sibling Species in Field Collected Anopheles minimus Using 

Ovarian Nurse Cell Chromosome in Two Malaria Endemic Areas in Myanmar 
 

Malaria remains a major health problem in Myanmar. 
Anopheles dirus and Anopheles minimus are the 
principal vectors of malaria, but Anopheles maculatus, 
Anopheles vagus, Anopheles annularis, Anopheles 
philippinensis, Anopheles stiphensi and Anopheles 
culicifacies are secondary or suspected vectors of 
malaria in Myanmar. The aim of the present study 
was to know the prevalence of sibling species 
complex of Anopheles minimus using ovarian nurse 
cell polytene chromosome method and determine the 
potential vector using vector incrimination.  
Therefore, the study was done in Pyin Oo Lwin Town- 
ship, Mandalay Region and Kamamaung Township, 
Kayin State from October 2014 to September 2015. 
Anopheles mosquitoes were collected by animal bait 
K-net, human bait indoor and outdoor and light trap 
collection.  
A total of 1153 Anopheles mosquitoes comprising six 
mosquito species were collected from Pho Ne Dun 
Village, Pyin Oo Lwin Township. The highest number 
553 of Anopheles minimus were collected. 953 
Anopheles mosquitoes (524 from Katine  Htit and 429  

from Kine Taw) comprising nine species were  collected 
from Kamamaung Township. Of these 93 and 92, 
Anopheles minimus was collected from Katine Htit 
and Kine Taw Villages, respectively. After identifica- 
tion blood fed Anopheles minimus was kept in paper 
cups with glucose. When ovary development reached 
to the semi-gravid stage (Christophe stage), ovary 
specimens were dissected and preserved in Cornoy’s 
fixative in screw type bottle and ovaries were tapered 
to vectors polytene chromosome. Head and thorax 
were homogenized tested for circumsporozoite anti- 
gen by ELISA method.  

Result found that all collected Anopheles minimus 
were observed sibling species A in both areas. Cir-  
cumsporozoite ELISA test found that only one 
Anopheles minimus A was found sporozoite positive 
in Kamamaung Township 0.54% (1/185) and not 
found any sporozoite positivity in Anopheles minimus 
A collected from Pyin Oo Lwin Township (0/553).  
Reference: Maung Maung Mya, Sein Thaung, Phyo Aung 
Naing, et al. Journal of Biological Engineering Research & 
Review, 2017; 4(1): 1-8.  

 
 

 

 

Antibiotics taken During Pregnancy ‘May Weaken a Baby’s  
Immune System and Increase Risk of Lung Disease’ 

 
Exposure to antibiotics in the womb could potentially 
weaken babies’ immune systems and increase the risk 
of catching diseases like pneumonia later in life, new 
research suggests. Tests on pregnant mice showed the 
growth of immune cells that protect against lung 
disease was interrupted in babies when their mothers 
were given common antibiotics before birth. Previous 
research on humans has indicated that antibiotics can 
affect the development of a baby’s immune system by 
wiping out both good and bad bacteria in the gut. 

“We wanted to establish how this happens and find 
out if there is a mechanism for us to prevent it from 
happening,” lead researcher Hitesh Deshmukh, from 
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Centre, told 
The Independent. “We took pregnant mice and gave 
them two or three of the most commonly used 
antibiotics in the neonatal period, four to five days 
before birth. Humans are usually only given 
antibiotics 48 hours, or maybe 72 hours before birth, 
so it’s a close approximation. 

“We showed that if you give antibiotics, you interrupt 
the development of lymphoid cells in the lungs, 
which are the ones that mediate protection against 
infections, from pneumonia, due to viruses or fungi,” 
said Dr Deshmukh. Antibiotics are routinely given to 
women who give birth through caesarian section to 
prevent infection, and in some cases during vaginal 
labour to protect against a potentially deadly bacteria 
called Group B Streptoccoccus (GBS). The human 
immune system takes around a year to develop, 
meaning weaknesses introduced while it is being built 
could be long-lasting and even permanent, warned 
Dr Deshmukh. 

The scientists behind the research, published in the 
Journal Science Translational Medicine, now plan to 
undertake a clinical study to evaluate the benefits of 
limiting antibiotic use among pregnant women and 
newborns. In the UK, doctors’ guidelines from the 
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (Nice) 
say women undergoing Caesarean section should be 

Abstract of  Research Paper Published or Read Abroad by DMR Scientists 

News about Medicine & Health 
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offered prophylactic antibiotics “before skin incision”. 
The 2012 guidance adds: “Inform them that ... no 
effect on the baby has been demonstrated.” Many 
newborn babies in neonatal intensive care units also 
receive antibiotics. The treatments protect against GBS, 
the leading cause of deadly infections in newborns. 
However, the drugs are indiscriminate and act against 
a wide range of bacteria, both good and bad. Excess 
antibiotic use early in life may help explain why 
some people with no obvious genetic risk factors 
develop asthma or other lung diseases later in life, 
said Dr Deshmukh. He added that the next step will 
be a clinical study to assess the safety and benefits 
of  limiting  antibiotic  use  among expectant mothers  
and newborn babies. “The finding that  antibiotic                                               
treatment can give rise to health effects in mice such 
as pneumonia and permanent immune system damage 

is worrying,” Colin Garner, Chief Executive of Anti- 
biotic Research UK, told The Independent. “We know 
that the microbiome (gut bacteria) plays a vital role in 
health and disease and that altering the microbiome in 
children by antibiotic treatment has been linked to 
mental changes, obesity and diabetes in later life. 

“The findings reported here, even though they are in 
laboratory mice, suggest further and new health 
effects of antibiotics that merit further investigation. 
“They also provide further proof if proof is needed 
that antibiotics are potent medicines that should 
only be used for significant human bacterial infections 
and that the current policy of reducing antibiotic 
prescribing should be accelerated.” 

Source: www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-news. 
Contributed by Nuclear Medicine Research Division 

Discovery Helps Explain Why Only Some People Develop Life-threatening Dengue Infections 
For most people who contract it, dengue fever is a 
relatively mild-mannered disease - at least the first 
time around. For some, however, a subsequent 
infection by the virus unleashes a vicious and 
potentially deadly illness.  New research has begun to 
reveal why certain people are more vulnerable to 
these dangerous secondary infections. Latest findings, 
described in Science, could lead to better strategies to 
identify and better treat those most at risk. Patients 
with severe secondary disease have high levels of a 
particular type of antibody that triggers a forceful 
immune response. This distinctive signature did not 
show up in patients with more mild illness. The 
dengue virus co-opts antibodies produced as a result 
of the previous infection, using them to inflict more 
damage the second time around. Known as "breakbone 
fever" for the intense aches it causes, dengue is 
transmitted by mosquitos in the tropics and subtropics.  
In the more severe form of the disease, which typi- 
cally occurs among people who have been infected 
before, patients can develop hemorrhagic fever, which 
causes them to leak fluid from their blood vessels and 
bleed abnormally, sometimes from the nose, gums, 
and under the skin. In extreme cases, people lose so 
much blood that they develop a critical condition 
known as shock. When dengue infects a second time, 
the virus somehow takes advantage of antibodies the 
immune system is still producing as a result of the 
first infection. But this doesn't explain why less than 
15 of percent people who catch dengue for the second 
time develop full-blown hemorrhagic fever or shock. 

Differences in antibodies might account for why 
only some develop severe secondary infections. These 
Y-shaped proteins help the body defend itself against 
viruses and other intruders by latching onto infected 
cells with their arms. Meanwhile, their stems, known 
as Fc regions, bind to immune cells and tell them how 
to respond.  The structure of the Fc region can influence 

an immune response by, for example, promoting 
inflammation versus calming it.  

The Fc regions of antibodies in blood collected from 
patients with mild and severe secondary dengue 
infections. These people's immune systems were still 
producing antibodies as a result of their first en- 
counter with the virus, but the structure of these 
antibodies varied between individuals.  The researchers 
found that the dengue patients with more serious 
disease had high levels of antibodies whose Fc regions 
lack a particular sugar, a variation known to strongly 
activate immune cells. Activating signals from these 
antibodies aggravated the disease by leading to the 
destruction of blood-clotting cells called platelets.  

When their platelet levels plummet, patients bleed 
abnormally - a hallmark of hemorrhagic fever. The 
lower a patient's platelet count, the more of these 
distinctive antibodies he or she tended to have. We 
found that some people's immune systems respond to 
dengue infection by producing elevated levels of these 
pathogenic antibodies, which make them more 
vulnerable to a severe secondary dengue infection.  
It's not yet clear if they produce more of these highly 
activating antibodies even before they encounter the 
virus. It could also aid in the development of safe 
dengue vaccines that stimulate the immune system 
without triggering a secondary, potentially harmful 
response, and of new drugs designed to help patients 
recover by blocking the antibody signaling. Since 
dengue belongs to the same family as Zika and other 
dangerous viruses, the implications go beyond this 
particular disease. It will be important to consider the 
possibility that other, related viruses employ a similar 
strategy, and that infection with one may affect the 
subsequent response to another.  

Source: http://www.medicalnewstoday.com. 
Contributed by Virology Research Division 
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Staphylococcus aureus Food Poisoning 
 

Staphylococcus aureus food poisoning is an illness 
that results from eating food contaminated with a 
toxin produced by the Staphylococcus aureus bacteria. 

Causes 

Staphylococcus aureus food poisoning is often 
caused when a food handler contaminates food pro- 
ducts that are served or stored at room-or refrigerator 
temperature. Common examples of such foods are 
desserts (especially custards and cream-filled or 
topped desserts), salads (especially those containing 
mayonnaise, such as tuna salad, potato salad, and 
macaroni salad), poultry and other egg products, and 
casseroles.  

The bacteria produce a toxin in the food, which causes 
most of the symptoms. Risk factors include: eating 
food that was prepared by a person with a skin infection 
(these infections commonly contain Staphylococcus 
aureus bacteria), eating food kept at room temperature, 
eating improperly prepared food and eating the same 
food as someone who has symptoms. The disease is 
common in the U.S. 

Symptoms 

Symptoms usually appear within 1-6 hours after eating 
contaminated food. Usually, symptoms last only 2 days 
or less. They may include nausea, vomiting for up to  

24 hours, diarrhea, and loss of appetite, severe 
abdominal cramps, abdominal distention and mild 
fever. 

Exams and tests 

A stool culture (if performed) is positive for 
Staphylococcus aureus. 

Treatment 

The goal of treatment is to replace fluids and electro- 
lytes (salt and minerals) lost by vomiting or diarrhea. 
Antidiarrheal medications may be used, but are often 
not needed. To avoid dehydration, you or your child 
should drink water and electrolyte solutions to replace 
fluids lost by vomiting. A variety of pleasant-tasting 
electrolyte solutions are available over-the-counter. 
Solutions to try for children: Pedialyte and Infalyte, 
Popsicles or JelloPeople with diarrhea who are unable 
to take fluids by mouth because of nausea or vomiting 
may need intravenous fluids.  
This is true especially for small children. People 
taking diuretics ("water pills") may need to stop 
taking them during the acute episode. Ask your health 
care provider for instructions. 
Source: http://www.healthline.com/health/staph-aureus-food- 
poisoning. 
Contributed by Biological Toxicology Research Division  

 
High Animal Protein Intake Associated with Higher,  

Plant Protein with Lower Mortality Rate  
 

Increased death risk primarily associated with red 
meats, eggs and dairy -- not found among those with 
healthy lifestyle  

The largest study to examine the effects of different 
sources of dietary protein found that a high intake of 
proteins from animal sources -- particularly processed 
and unprocessed red meats -- was associated with a 
higher mortality rate, while a high intake of protein 
from plant sources was associated with a lower risk of 
death. Results from the study -- which analyzed data 
from two long-term epidemiologic studies -- appears 
in the August 1 issue of JAMA Internal Medicine. 

While previous studies have primarily focused on the 
overall amount of protein intake -- which is important -- 
from a broad dietary perspective, the particular foods 
that people consume to get protein are equally 
important. The findings also have public health im- 
plications and can help refine current dietary recom- 
mendations about protein intake, in light of the fact 
that it is not only the amount of protein but the 
specific food sources that is critical for long-term health. 
While several studies have suggesting that substituting 
proteins for carbohydrates in the diet has several 

health benefits -- including weight management, 
reducing blood pressure and other  cardiovascular risk 
factors -- the authors note, few studies have examined 
the specific sources of protein. Those that have were 
relatively small and based on one-time assessment of 
participants' diets. The current study analyzes data 
from the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) and the Health 
Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS), which have 
compiled comprehensive health data on more than 
170,000 participants since the 1980s. In addition to 
completing overall health questionnaires every two 
years, participants provide information on their 
dietary intake -- specifically how often they consumed 
portions of particular types of food during the 
preceding year -- every four years. The researchers 
analyzed more than 30 years of data for NHS partici- 
pants and 26 years of data for HPFS participants, 
totaling more than 3.5 million person-years. During 
those time periods more than 36,000 deaths were 
documented among study participants -- almost 9,000 
from cardiovascular disease, around 13,000 from 
cancer and about 14,000 from other causes. After 
adjustment for lifestyle and other dietary risk factors, 
a high consumption of protein from animal sources -- 
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any types of meat, eggs or dairy -- was weakly 
associated with an increased rate of death, while high 
consumption of protein from plant sources -- breads, 
cereals, pasta, beans, nuts and legumes -- was 
associated with a lower mortality rate.  
More careful analysis revealed that the association of 
animal protein intake with an elevated mortality risk 
only applied to participants with at least one factor 
associated with an unhealthy lifestyle -- being either 
obese or underweight, heavy alcohol consumption, a 
history of smoking, or physical inactivity. In fact, the 
association disappeared in participants with a healthy 
lifestyle. Analysis based on specific sources of protein 
indicated that the animal-protein-associated mortality 
risk applied primarily to processed and unprocessed red 
meats, which include both beef and pork products, 
and not to protein from fish or poultry.  
"While we expected we might find the associations to 
be weaker in  the healthy lifestyle group, we did not 

expect them to completely disappear," says Song. 
"But when we looked deeper into the data, we found 
that -- at similar levels of animal protein intake -- those 
in the unhealthy lifestyle group consumed more red 
meats, eggs and high-fat dairy, while the healthy 
lifestyle group consumed more fish and poultry. So 
we suspect the different sources of animal protein 
between the two groups may contribute to the 
stronger results in the unhealthy lifestyle group."  
He adds, "Our findings suggest that people should 
consider eating more plant proteins than animal proteins, 
and when they do choose among sources of animal 
protein, fish and chicken are probably better choices. 
Future studies should examine the mechanisms 
underlying the different effects of plant and animal 
proteins -- along with different sources of animal 
proteins -- on overall health." 
Source: www.sciencedaily.com.  
Contributed by Nutrition Research Division 

First Physiological Test for Schizophrenia and Depression 
Researchers have found a new way of using proteins 
in nerve cells to identify people with depression and 
schizophrenia. The method, reported in Experimental 
Physiology, will help identify people whose depression 
or schizophrenia involves signaling via a receptor 
called N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDAR), and differen- 
tiate between the two diseases. At present, there are 
no diagnostic tests to help distinguish them.  

NMDA receptor signaling may be decreased in 
schizophrenia patients and increased in those with 
depression.The authors hope that this research is the 
first step towards producing a test to identify certain 
forms of depression and schizophrenia. Distinguishing 
this specific form of these diseases could allow for 
earlier and more accurate diagnoses as well as more 
targeted treatment. Depression is thought to affect 
over 300 million people worldwide and schizophrenia 
affects as many  as 51 million people. Both diseases 
have severe impacts on sufferers’ lives.  

The  researchers  infused  patients with a high concen-  

tration salt solution to induce the release of the 
hormone arginine-vasopressin (AVP), and then 
measured the level of the hormone in their blood. 
Previously, animal studies had shown that the release 
of AVP in response to the salt solution depends on 
NMDA receptor signaling. In this study, they found 
that AVP release can distinguish schizophrenia from 
depression. Depressed patients showed an increased 
release of the hormone, while patients with schizo- 
phrenia showed a decreased response. Clinically, it is 
difficult to distinguish between these two diseases in 
their early phases, because symptoms are non-specific 
and relatively mild. This hormone test may be a 
simple way to distinguish and identify patients with 
NMDA receptor malfunction in each disorder. The 
study was collaborated among Yale University, The 
John B. Pierce Laboratory, New Haven and the VA 
Medical Center, West Haven, Connecticut. 
Source: http://www.physoc.org/press-release/2017/first-phy- 
siological-test-schizophrenia-and-depression. 
Contributed by Physiology Research Division 
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